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The problem game of Kohei Gallery has been powered up and came back!
Appears much easier to play than previous work!

You can play intuitively with the mouse!
Left click: Shooting
Right click: Reload
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MISSION which is difficult for the game is prepared!
Let's challenge with the skill of mouse operation!

If you meet the stage's success criteria, you can challenge the next stage!
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It is also possible to customize weapons!
Increasing the number of ammunition and expanding the range of attacks,

Custom weapons according to the situation!

Let's capture the chickens that appear one after another and aim for high score!
Let's score if you shoot the emerging chicken!

An important point to get high scores is to shoot through chickens accurately and quickly.
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Four kinds of ammunition!
Grasp the characteristics of each and fight advantageously!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/623670/Moe_Mekuri_SP__SP/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/644530/The_Maid_sans_Caving_Adventure/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/656190/THE_HOUCHI_PLAY_THE/
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Title: Shooting Chicken Insanity Chickens
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
KoheiGallery
Publisher:
KoheiGallery
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows7/8.1/10

Processor: Intel Core i5 1.9GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Corresponding to OpenGL

Storage: 600 MB available space

English,Japanese
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Short but fun. And free. So give it a go!
. awesome dungeon played game. Mobile Port = YES
Grind = YES
no IAP = Good
Is it a challengening TD = YES

If you are a TD game addict then get it, as it is fun!

7\/10. A travesty compared to Caesar 3.. A solid game that will only get better with time.. OK, time to review this one.

The Rail Tours Class 57 is pretty much te same loco as the Freightliner Class 57 when it comes to features and quality. Even
their manuals are almost the same. This one hauls passenger coaches, has a different livery and scenarios for the Settle-Carlisle
route. Here's a pro\/con summary:
+ visuals and sounds are OK. the addon is quite old but I've seen newer addons that looked worse
+ cold start! and some other features like a power restriction until the engine warms up or faults popping up when the driver
isn't operating the loco properly
+ instrument and cab lights
+ NINE hours of scenario play. yep, four of those scenarios are 120-minute long
- you are only able to look around the cab to some extent. this means for sure that the back side of the cab has not been
implemented at all.
- no passenger view
- IMO this addon could be merged with Freightliner Class 57 since they are so similar. Fortunately you can get both on sale
from time to time :)
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This is a truly exceptional twin-stick arena shooter.. really good game could do with more guns ect. 10 minutes in a boring game
to beat it? Seriously? This one should be free, not to mention how I doubt if that it should be in Steam... Because it's a very
simple rouge-like arcade with just 3 levels (4th is coming soon, but who cares?) and a couple power-ups. No sound effects, no
visual effects, ending is a way too meta.
It would be nice if money will go to charity instead of a pocket of this kind of developer.... when i told a friend i got this he said
"its total trash, get a refund"

 i thought it couldn't be that bad and gave it a go......

now am getting a refund.

the controlls are very buggy and i have seen games with partial controller support, that had better controller support than this..
Meh, pretty bland, lots of filler and padding and the game speed and characters always felt underpowered. It's not an awful
game or anything, and if all you are looking for is a simplistic rpg with barely anything special to differentiate it from the other
rpgmaker titles on steam, then sure this is okay.

The art is well done but the characters all look alike, the story is meh, a good portion of the cast doesn't really have any reason to
be there and just kind of show up and stick around and stuff just kinda happens and then by the time the story decides to
actually go somewhere, the game ends. I mean, it wraps up the story, it's just a pretty meh ending overall to a pretty meh game..
I just played through the first chapter and oh.. my.. god.. is this an amazing game so far. The story is dark and engaging. I love
heavy Blade Runner inspired setting. The music and sound effects are on point. The cinematography for the cut scenes are
delicious and the artwork is beautiful and interesting. I can't wait to see the future chapters. Thank you guys so much for your
work on this!. If you're reading this, buy the game. No, don't think about it. Buy it now. Right now.
And if you don't own Predynastic Egypt, pick that one up too.

This game is a huge improvement over Predynastic Egypt. Waaay bigger maps (both city and world), an increased number of
superb artwork, tons of history snippets, mastabas, temples and pyramids galore.
The combat is a bit more interactive. City buildings can be demolished and replaced with others for different resources.
Diplomacy is better. Scouting is better. There are more gods to worship with various bonuses. The world map is highly
interactive. Heck, everything is better.

As you play, the game gets more and more challenging. Trials are ramped up and offer more diversity. Expect to lose the game
2-3 times before you get the hang of it.

This game, just like Predynastic, is a must-play for anyone who enjoys ancient egyptian history.
10/10. I'll be playing this for a while and I hope that the studio will make a Middle Kingdom game too. And a New Kingdom
one. And a late Period + Ptolemaic one. Because damn these games are awesome.. Its a nice route in terms of looks but overall
it's a complete disappointment.

PROS
Nice detailed stations.
Some accurate sounds.

CONS
Quick drive won't let you go the full length of the route, even though the ALP45 is dual power and the F40PH-2CAT is diesel.
The game crashes when I attempt to start at New York\/Hoboken.
The quick drive consists only go up to 6 coaches, even though most trains use 8 in real life (depending on where they are going).
Pressing the B button in the Comet V causes the bells on both the comet V and the ALP45 to sound.
On the F40PH-2CAT, pressing the B button won't sound the bell.

Overall, the route is a disappointment . If DTG fixed these problems then i could recommend the route. But for now, don't buy
the route or wait for a sale (if you're that desperate).. This game can grow and become good, just needs more players. I see how
many players have mixed feelings so far but if your here to play the game and not pick every flaw of an early access then its
great. I enjoyed playing the game, I hope others try it out!
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DLC Maid_san's Caving Adventure material collection coming soon!:
Maid_san's Caving Adventure material collection "Maid_san's Caving Adventure Images" will be released!
Image material used in the maid's cave exploration is recorded.
Once you purchase, you can use it for your own game.
How about trying game creation on this occasion?

* Please use after confirming notes when using.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/993300/Maid_sans_Caving_Adventure_Images/
. I started Twitter!:
I started Twitter!
https://twitter.com/KoheiGallery
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